Cell-based and biochemical screening approaches for the discovery of novel HIV-1 inhibitors.
The identification of novel HIV-1 inhibitors is facilitated by screening campaigns that combine the right screening strategy with a large diverse collection of drug-like compounds. Cell-based screening approaches offer some advantages in the quest for novel inhibitors because they can include multiple targets in a single screen and in some cases reveal targets and/or structures not captured in biochemical assays. However, follow-up activities for cell-based screens are often more complicated and resource intensive when compared to biochemical screens. Alternatively, biochemical screens usually offer the advantage of focusing on a single target with a well-defined set of follow-up assays. In this review we cover multiple cell-based and biochemical assay formats, many of which were designed to identify inhibitors that act through new mechanisms. Some of the assays discussed have been utilized in antiviral screens while others might be formatted for HTS or utilized as secondary assays in a screening campaign. As drug discovery efforts in the pharmaceutical industry shift away from traditional strategies, new approaches such as those presented here are likely to play a significant role in the identification of next generation HIV-1 inhibitors.